
Helpless by Barbara Gowdy—our December choice (2008) 

 

This was an unusual situation for me- feeling helpless on two counts. Not only couldn‘t I find my copy of  

Helpless but this was  to be our last group in Saint Georges.( I had no idea where my book had gone and I 

had been given no clear reason for having to end the group at my favourite bookshop. ) Then I  realised 

the irony in the title of our choice this month and could see the funny side of it. I didn’t feel as helpless 

when I realised that the group doesn’t need Saint Georges to survive. The group is made up of the people 

and we still have each other – even if we have to find new ways to meet. I’m very happy to host the next 

group at my flat and I’m looking forward to it very much. Yes, I felt sad on leaving Saint Georges tonight  

but I would have felt even more sad if I’d been leaving the group itself behind. I  also remembered the 

book very well and didn’t need to have my own copy in front of me. So I wasn’t so helpless after all.-not 

like the majority of  Barbara Gowdy’s characters. 

 

They’re nearly all helpless, some more obviously than others. Celia, the single mother who has always let 

life simply happen to her, and who is ill equipped to help the police find her daughter. Rachel, imprisoned 

not in a torture chamber but in an impeccably appointed basement, is unable to determine whether her 

“rescuer” is telling her the truth. Ron struggles to rein in his predatory sexual instincts, while Nancy is 

consumed by her neediness. 

 

A literary thriller, Gowdy cleverly makes us wait for the kidnapping we know is coming, forcing us to 

watch as Ron moves closer and closer, like a shark circling its prey. When a blackout gives him his 

chance, Ron pounces and Rachel is finally his. At this point, another book might have turned to the 

massive investigation that follows, but Gowdy is a master of restraint. She stays with her main characters: 

Celia and Rachel, Ron and Ron’s girlfriend and co-conspirator, a former drug addict named Nancy. And 

the very kind gay male neighbour Mika. Mika is the most stable and likable character- the most normal 

and reliable. 

 

Gripping, exciting, uncomfortable but unputdownable . The tension mounts as we wait to see whether 

Rachel, a beautiful nine year old girl kidnapped by Ron, will be molested and possibly killed.by him. The 

Fritzl and Madeline McCann cases haunted us- made the book almost unbearable to read. Yet Gowdy 

knew nothing of Fritzl or that Madeline McCann would be abducted, at the time of writing.  

 

Ron is a bravely drawn character — a three-dimensional potential paedophile. He isn’t likable. He isn’t 

even sympathetic. But he’s not a monster- he’s not Fritzl.. Instead, he has an almost Victorian infatuation 

with little girls that’s somehow both virtuous and creepy. Like Lewis Carroll taking photographs of little 

Alice Liddell, he has aesthetic leanings that are at first admirable, then troubling. (When Ron looks down 

at Rachel,  

 

“he can make out only the tender curve of her neck and the earlobe with its pearl stud, like a drop of 

saliva.”)  

 

Gowdy portrays him as a man struggling with his weakness. Some of us were able to feel sorry for him, 

others were not. Ron has convinced himself that he is protecting Rachel from abuse at home. He restrains 

from physically abusing her . Is he still a paedophile if he hasn’t interfered with her sexually? We 

struggled with an answer.  

 

Rachel is unaware of the danger that she faces and her mother Celia is at least told that her daughter is 

still alive. Ron definitely abuses Rachel by abducting her- but he is not violent towards her –he treats her 

more like a treasured possession. We were divided on how we saw Ron. Much heated debate took place 

on  deciding just how bad a character he is. He does return Rachel to her home unharmed after only a 



week. And we are given the impression that he is then going to take his own life- he loves her so much 

that his life isn’t worth living without her. 

 

Rachel is, strangely enough, a somewhat less convincing character. Gowdy captures her child’s view of 

the world and her emotional unpredictability.  

 

(Her mother’s “feathery little head makes Rachel sad.”)  

 

There’s no introspection attached to her observations, charming in their lack of self-consciousness. But at 

the same time Rachel seems far too quick to believe her captors are her protectors. Ultimately, she’s so 

guileless she doesn’t feel fully formed. She remains a trophy child- stunning to look at.- but too innocent 

for her age. We discussed how young girls now dress in a provocative way -wearing bras before they 

need them and often wearing make-up. This trend seems worse in the US and Britain than in Germany.. 

 

Considering the subject matter, “Helpless” can be viewed as a very chaste book, and Gowdy makes it 

easy to read disturbing scenes — which is, in itself, a little disturbing. But perhaps that’s appropriate for a 

novel about self-control, about having the courage not to surrender to your worst urges. And Gowdy 

holds back: she isn’t graphic, and she isn’t sentimental. 

 

Gowdy creates psychological complexity in the form of the abductor’s girlfriend, Nancy.  A woman 

whose own neediness makes her depend on Ron and sucks her into his warped mindset.  Rachel, herself, 

quickly becomes attached to Nancy and displays classic signs of  Stockholm Syndrome. When Ron is 

distracted with one of his vintage vacuum cleaners, Rachel has an opportunity to escape, the door is open 

and she can go out on to the street.. We as readers are willing her to run away and it is quite shocking that 

she does not. She freely goes back into the house . 

 

Society would barely countenance a male author writing like this: he would run the risk of being labelled 

a crazed pervert. This leap of the imagination by a female writer may be more tolerable; but though it's 

courageous, and though Ron's awareness of the "line" not to be crossed remains, there are passages that 

slip into the gratuitously disturbing. 

 

Is it a triumph of craft, of imagination, that Gowdy presents the snatcher, Ron, as a flawed, sometimes 

rational man? That his girlfriend, the deluded accessory to his crime, is an object of pity? At one point, 

Rachel's mother prepares to make a television plea.  

 

A friend advises her: “I don't think begging will work. I think you have to put yourself in this person's 

shoes.”  

 

“How the fuck do I do that?” she replies. Gowdy spends the next few hundred pages showing exactly how 

a woman can put herself in the shoes of an overweight Toronto vacuum repairman harbouring a 

monstrous secret in the basement. 

 

Ron makes himself deals: “The promise he has made to himself is that any physical contact will be 

instigated by her. He won't invite her to climb onto his lap, but if she wants to, if she wants to kiss him 

good night, he isn't going to deny her the expression of her natural feelings.”  

 

He offloads responsibility constantly. Everybody does. Rachel's mother tries to attune herself to portents. 

Ron's girlfriend looks to the weather for signs. Everyone wants permission; everyone seeks a meaning, an 

excuse. Ron keeps blacking out briefly— 

 



“He opens the door and steps onto the landing. Before he knows it, he's at the bottom of the stairs”—as 

though his actions exist independent of his will.“ 

 

Why does he do it? As a child, Ron slept with his eight-year-old stepsister. His girlfriend Nancy ? She 

was abused when she was young. Does that excuse anything? Maybe we could understand Nancy more 

than Ron.. But their past did not justify their actions.   

 

 Some of us felt that the ending was rushed and undermined the rest of the novel. Given the subject matter 

- the abduction of a young child - and the manner in which Gowdy manages to elicit sympathy (of a sort) 

for even the vilest of her characters, it can be seen as inadequate. 

 

One or two of us found the book  „brilliant“ and  were satisfied with the ending. We were so relieved that 

Rachel had survived.- and Ron loved Rachel enough to let  her go.- No. We were not left with the 

impression of a monster- rather of a helpless man trapped within his perverted desires. 

 

 „Not as good as Lolita“ but nevertheless Helpless is a challenging, controversial book which stimulated a 

heated discussion. Sometimes we have to venture out of our comfort zones . And that includes Saint 

Georges! 

 

  

 

 


